Proton therapy – a reality in Norway from 2023
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It has finally been decided to establish proton therapy as a national treatment option in Norway, and there will be centres in Oslo and Bergen from 2023. The majority of children and young adults who are to receive curative radiation therapy should be treated with proton therapy.
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Particle therapy is used as a collective term for radiation therapy using heavy ions. In general, regular radiation therapy in Norway currently consists of photon therapy (high-voltage x-ray radiotherapy). The ion that is most commonly used in particle therapy is the proton, and of around 175 000 patients treated worldwide at the end of 2016, 150 000 were treated with proton therapy (1). The other ion in use today is the carbon ion, and globally a
little more than 20,000 patients have received carbon ion therapy. Although heavy ions have been used to a limited extent for therapeutic purposes since the 1950s, only in the last 20 years has this really become an intrinsic part of the cancer treatment programme. The number of patients treated has increased by a factor of almost ten in this period. The main advantage of proton and carbon ions in radiation therapy, compared with photons, is that the physical properties of the ions allow for a better radiation dose distribution for most tumours, so that they cause damage to the tumour rather than to normal tissue. This does not necessarily result in a higher cure rate, but in the adverse effects of radiation therapy (late effects) being less pronounced than is the case for current, regular photon therapy. This results in considerably improved quality of life for patients who live for many years after cancer treatment. A number of adverse effects may manifest themselves up to 15–20 years after radiation therapy, and therefore young patients, patients with a long life expectancy, and patient groups with major adverse radiation-related effects may derive most benefit from proton therapy.

Establishment of proton therapy in Norway

The final decision to establish proton therapy as a treatment option for Norwegian cancer patients, with the construction of proton centres in Oslo and Bergen, was reached in the context of Norway’s National Budget for 2018. Particle therapy has been the subject of assessment as a form of treatment in Norway since 2009 (Box 1). During this period, the Skandion clinic in Uppsala opened for clinical use in 2015 as the only clinic in Sweden, while Denmark is building a national centre in Aarhus that will open in autumn 2018. The Oslo centre will be built at the Norwegian Radium Hospital, where it will complement the existing treatment programme and enable the hospital to become a complete cancer centre. Its treatment capacity will be almost identical to that of the centre in Denmark, i.e. around 850 patients annually when all three treatment rooms are fully utilised, and in addition it will have a dedicated research room. The centre in Bergen is planned to comprise one treatment room and one research room.

Box 1 Assessment of particle therapy as a form of treatment in Norway

2010: A report from the Directorate of Health concluded that Norway should enter into a binding collaboration on proton therapy with the planned Skandion clinic in Uppsala, Sweden.
2013: A national working group, commissioned by the Norwegian Ministry of Health and Care Services, concluded that Norway should build a particle therapy centre providing both proton and carbon ion therapy.
2014: The idea phase for establishing regional proton centres located in Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim and Tromsø. Three options were considered: Current practice (no centres), gradual development of regional proton facilities, or establishment of proton facilities in all health regions by 2022.
2016: Concept phase planning with a view to deciding upon the final choice of concept and phasing in of proton facilities in Norway. The recommendation in the concept report was for the construction of two centres in Norway (Oslo and Bergen). The sizing of the facilities was to be based on relative population distribution and estimated need. In the longer term, centres were also to be developed in Trondheim and Tromsø to ensure optimal access to proton therapy in all regions.
2017: Pre-feasibility study phase based on the decision to establish proton therapy in Oslo and/or Bergen.
The benefits of proton therapy

Throughout the years of assessments in Norway, a great deal of discussion has taken place regarding the extent of the need for proton therapy, as well as the ethical aspects of the treatment (6–9).

The prevailing opinion based on our current knowledge is that the majority of children who are to receive radiation therapy with curative intent should be given proton therapy (6). It is known that reduced radiation to normal tissue reduces the risk of late effects and secondary cancer, and it is therefore highly probable that proton therapy is particularly advantageous for children (8). However, no randomised trials have been undertaken on children, as this is viewed as ethically problematic.

For adults the picture is more complex. Generally young adults with tumours in or near the central nervous system should be prioritised for the same reason as children. Chordomas, chondrosarcomas and ocular tumours that need external radiation therapy are considered to be relatively well-established indications for particle therapy (9, 10). In the case of sinonasal cancer, a number of studies have been undertaken that compared patient cohorts that have undergone particle and photon therapy. These studies have been included in a meta-analysis which concludes that particle therapy is beneficial for this diagnosis (11).

It has been estimated that the abovementioned established indications account for approximately 15 % of all particle therapy patients (12). For the remaining 85 % the indications are less certain. This group includes diagnoses such as lung cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer, gastrointestinal cancer, gynaecological cancer, and cancer of the head and neck.

A paucity of randomised trials

Despite the fact that particle therapy has been in clinical use since the 1950s, few results from randomised trials are available (13). For many years attempts have been made to undertake such trials using proton therapy, but the results have not been forthcoming, presumably because it has proved difficult to recruit enough patients (14). There may be several reasons for this. The treatment plans for particle therapy most often entail lower radiation doses to normal tissue and a more individually tailored dose distribution to the tumour than is possible with photons. It may therefore be difficult to convince patients that there is genuine uncertainty related to the choice between particle and photon therapy. Another consideration is that the majority of proton therapy centres have been located in the United States, where the insurance companies do not cover treatment given as part of clinical trials.

An interesting question relates to whether there would have been any interest in measuring the clinical difference between particle and photon therapy in randomised trials if the two modalities had cost the same amount. Particle therapy is around three times more costly, however (13), and thus randomised trials are called for that demonstrate clinical gains. In future years, results from these types of studies will finally be available (13). It is worth mentioning that the issue is nothing new in the field of radiation therapy. Over a period of many years, new technology has been introduced (for example linear accelerators, radiation therapy based on CT imaging, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and stereotactic radiation therapy), with almost no basis in randomised trials. Nevertheless, based on retrospective comparisons of therapeutic outcomes we know that these have provided improvements in treatment (15).

Model-based selection

In the absence of definitive results from randomised trials, so-called model-based selection constitutes an alternative strategy (16). When both proton and photon treatment plans are prepared for patients who do not fall within the standard indication group, it is shown that
for some of these patients, the photon plan is almost as beneficial as the proton plan. Mathematical models have been developed that may assist in deciding which plan is most suitable. This applies particularly to prediction of the risk of adverse effects (Normal Tissue Complication Probability, NTCP). A study from the Netherlands on oropharyngeal cancer showed, for example, that half of the patients would be selected for proton therapy if the goal was to reduce the incidence of dysphagia (grade 2) as a side-effect of radiation therapy (17). The NTCP models can therefore be used as a tool for patient selection. Patients who receive proton and photon therapy should be followed up in order to measure the actual frequency of adverse effects. This can be transferred back to the NTCP models so that these are continuously improved and the accuracy of patient selection is enhanced.

Introduction of proton therapy in Norway

After many years of planning, the medical community now faces the tangible introduction and establishment of proton therapy in Norway in 2023. It is a prerequisite that the introduction of this treatment modality should form part of the international effort to increase knowledge regarding proton therapy. There should be equal access to proton therapy throughout the country, and equal access to the related research facilities must be ensured. This represents a pleasing extension to the treatment programme for Norwegian cancer patients.
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